NIH-FUNDED FACULTY WORKSHOP:
MENTORING YOUR TRAINEES IN SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATION SKILLS

The “Scientific Communication Advances Research Excellence” workshop will cover:

- The mechanisms by which scientific communication skills build science identity and career commitment and how you can leverage them to your trainees’ benefit
- The role of linguistic diversity in skill development
- Understanding and addressing trainee barriers to productivity in scientific communication
- Why you should focus on getting trainees engaged in talking about research in a variety of situations

Who should attend: Faculty mentors of graduate students and postdoctoral fellows in STEM research

Thursday, September 20
11:00 am to 2:00 pm (lunch served)
Chicago Campus – exact room TBA

REGISTER HERE: https://is.gd/SCOARE

Supported by funding from the National Institute of General Medical Sciences, Innovative Programs to Enhance Research Training R25 GM 125640 (C Cameron and S Chang, MPI’s)